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Dear readers, 

I am delighted to welcome you in my role as head of Trailer 
Equipment Sales & Solutions and the successor of Dr. Bert Brau-
ers. Dr. Brauers has assumed responsibility for the Electronics/
KE-Service & Testing department at BPW, as a member of the 
Board of Management. 

As you can see: BPW keeps moving – and that brings me onto the 
title topic of this trailer world edition which is all about move-
ment; in fact, a very special kind of movement that is encoun-
tered in the fairground and amusement park business. This 
edition is all about special axles and special running gear, 
about customer-specific products from BPW that are used in 
the transport vehicles for fairground rides as well as in the sales 
vehicles of market suppliers. 

Squaring the circle between technical feasibility, existing safety 
regulations and acceptable costs requires finding the optimum 
solution for customers; this is a service that can only be achieved 
by knowing all the ins and outs of the standards. As a result, we 
are not just a reliable international mobility partner and expert in 
the field of system integration, but also a specialist for all special 
cases. In close cooperation with vehicle operators and vehicle 
manufacturers, we develop new and unique products, thereby  
acquiring additional expertise in our particular niche which is also 
input into our standard products. All our customers benefit from 
this, irrespective of the “travelling business” that they are driving 
in. Whether it involves underground gypsum mining, transport-
ing circus elephants or wind turbines, at the local village fete or 
anywhere in the world – the applications for our special axles and 
special vehicles are as varied as the topics in this trailer world.  
We hope you enjoy reading it! 

Editorial

Carlo Lazzarini, member of the Board of Management, 

e-mail: lazzarinic@bpw.de 

picture gallery linkvideo/audio
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Making Panama  
even more beautiful!

The expansion that started in 2007 is 
intended to reinforce the significance 
of the Panama Canal for commercial 
shipping: this gigantic lock gates re-
quired for this weigh as much as 4300 
tonnes, and are more than 58 metres 
tall. The Belgium Sarens Group trans-
ported them from the Italian manufac-
turer Cimolai SpA using self-propelled 
modular trailers (SPMT) to the ship 
for ocean transport. Once all 16 lock 
gates have arrived in Panama, the 
company will start installing them. 
In the past, only ships of up to 5,000 
TEUs were able to pass through the 
canal, whereas following the expan-
sion it will be possible for ships with  
a capacity of up to 13,000 TEUs to 
make the passage. The ambi-
tious project is expected to be 
completed in May 2015. 
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 BPW regularly offers vehicle manufacturers, parts dealers 
and employees of transport companies and workshops the op-
portunity to take part in seminars on commercial vehicle and 
agricultural topics. “TControl” and “TControl fleet manage-
ment” are new seminars for 2014. The participants all acquire 
theoretical and practical knowledge for installing BPW telem-
atics and taking the systems into operation, as well as improv-
ing their processes on a sustainable basis using the available 
data. Additional offers such as technical, advanced or profes-
sional seminars for workshops cover not only basic knowledge 
of running gear but also practical exercises on maintenance 
and repair work for all aspects of BPW running gear technology. 
The seminars focus on practical questions: What must be taken 
into account during maintenance and repair of the BPW disc 
brake axle? Which axle best meets the requirements? 
The seminars are held in the BPW training centre at the compa-
ny’s headquarters in Wiehl; selected seminars are also held in 
the regions of Berlin, Bremen, Leipzig, Nuremberg and Stutt-

gart. If you are 
interested in 
current dates 
and the oppor-
tunity for online 
registration, 
please visit the 
website at 
www.bpw.de.

Comprehensive knowledge of 
BPW running gear systems

 There were 144 jubilees to cel-
ebrate at BPW last year: 126 col-
leagues have been working at the 
company for 25 years, 16 for 40 
years and two for 50 years. In three 
celebrations held in the BPW ex-
hibition room in the Wiehl plant, 
the long-service employees were 
thanked for their many years of 
work for the company and their 
loyalty to BPW. With their com-
mitment and experience, these 

colleagues have significantly in-
fluenced the development and 
success of the company. From the 
opening of the plant in Hunsheim 
and production of the one mil-
lionth axle to commissioning of the 
world‘s first cataphoretic electrodip 
coating line for trailer axles and the 
inauguration of the logistics centre, 
they have helped to lay many of 
the milestones in the company‘s 
development. 

Honouring 144 long-service 
employees

More than 5 million 
commercial vehicles were registered in Ger-
many as at 1 January 2014, 2.62 million of 
which were trucks. Source: German Federal Motor Vehicle Registration Agency

 Goods traffic in Germany will benefit from the improved 
economic situation in 2014 and grow faster than in 2013. 
For example, traffic is expected to increase by 1.9 percent 
and the amount of cargo transported by 2.7 percent. This is 
the result of the “Medium-term forecast winter 2013/2014” 
prepared by the Intraplan Consult/Ralf Ratzenberger work-
ing group and the Federal Office for Goods Traffic on behalf 
of the Ministry of Transport.

Traffic grows by 1.9 percent

Uwe Kotz thanked the long-serving staff members for their many years of commitment.
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Dates
3.–5.6.
Automechanika Dubai
UAE-Dubai

18.–20.7.
Truck-Grand-Prix 
D-Nürburgring

25.9.–2.10.
65th IAA 
Commercial Vehicles
D-Hanover
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 At the beginning of 2014, 
BPW purchased Funkwerk 
eurotelematik GmbH. The 
new subsidiary in Ulm is 
a specialist in telematics 
solutions for trucks. As a 
result, BPW has opened 
up new possibilities after 
already building up initial 

expertise in the area of 
trailer telematics through 
holding a majority stake in 
Munich-based idem GmbH 
since May 2012. The two 
telematics companies were 
merged to form idem tele-
matics GmbH at the start  
of April.

This means BPW is the first 
company in the market to 
combine data from trucks 
and trailers – both the 
towing and towed units – in 
future. As far as hauliers 
are concerned, this means 
greater transparency and 
safety in their loading and 

transport processes. 
By making this further 
development in the area of 
telematics, BPW is under-
lining its expertise as an  
international mobility  
partner for vehicle opera-
tors and a system partner 
for vehicle manufacturers. 

Build-up of expertise 
in truck and trailer electronics

 The main point of criticism from the railway lobby was based on 
concerns that transports would be transferred from the railway to 
long trucks. Now, following a study by the Federal Highway Research 
Institute (BASt), this objection has been shown to be unfounded. 
“Long trucks were exclusively used in transports which had previous-
ly been performed using conventional trucks,” said the parliamentary 
Secretary of State, Dorothee Bär. One advantage of long trucks is thus 
that they reduce road capacity utilisation, she continued. Thirteen 
thousand five hundred transport procedures were analysed during the 
period from December 2012 to December 2013. The possible range of 
cargoes is highly diverse; especially bulky goods with a light weight 
are suitable candidates for long trucks. In the meantime, even the SPD 
political party is displaying a more open-minded attitude towards 
long trucks. However, it will be necessary to wait for the results of the 
field trials due to finish in 2016 before further decisions can be taken.

 The European Parliament (EP) confirmed an in-
formally negotiated compromise between the three 
EU institutions (EP, member states and Commis-
sion). Accordingly, checks are to be made stricter 
and more regular on routes from 2018 onwards. The 
checks are not only intended to examine the safety of 
cargoes, but also the condition of brakes and tyres. 
The EU Commission will work on defining uniform 
standards for this. Companies that frequently receive 
negative results in tests of this kind will be given a 
“red” classification by their national authorities, and 
can thus expect to be checked more often and ac-

cording to stricter criteria. A “yellow” classification 
will be issued to companies that have previously re-
ceived a negative result. Companies with positive test 
results will be given a “green” classification, meaning 
they will receive preferential treatment in the checks.

Stricter truck checks

Field test with long trucks refutes criticism
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Everything is moving, 
everything is rolling
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There is a smell of roasted almonds in the air, audible signals and  
shrieking passengers set the tone: welcome to the Hamburg Dom funfair!  
The many and colourful fairground rides are often truly colossal – but they 
have got to be highly mobile nevertheless. Semitrailers, in some cases  
specially constructed, move them from one fairground to the next.

S tandard semitrailers won’t get you very far,” says Max Eber-
hard, a seventh generation fairground operator. In this state-

ment, he is referring to the fact that conditions on fairgrounds and 
at festivals are usually rather cramped. But that is not all: “Some-
times you find lovely smooth asphalt for setting up and dismantling 
the attraction, but on other occasions you’re ankle-deep in mud be-
cause it’s rained for three weeks without a break.” That means he 
needs steering axles. Special ground and special semitrailers with 
three axles for getting round any corner are the favourite talking 
point for this entrepreneur.

Most of the special running gears that Eberhard uses are from 
BPW. The 39 year old has just returned from Sochi. There, at the 
venue of the recent Winter Olympics, the native of Hamburg and 

his installation company RCS GmbH has just set up the Sochi 
Park. “It’s somewhat larger than the funfair in Hamburg,” He 
explains in this case, he and his team were not involved in trans-
porting the fairground rides – which is rather an exception because 
as the managing director of RCS GmbH based in Hamburg, Max 
Eberhard is a specialist in transporting and setting up rollercoast-
ers and other fairground attractions.

With the Mouse to Hyde Park in London

Take his “Wild Mouse XXL” for example, which Max Eber-
hard describes as a really large rollercoaster. There are only 
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a few sites where it is worth setting it up, 
he explains, because it takes 20 trucks to 
transport it. In that case, however, he is 
prepared to drive fairly long distances. To 
London, for example, where he set up his 
XXL Mouse at the Christmas market in 
Hyde Park. He also drives to the Freima-
rkt in Bremen, the Hamburg Dom or to 
Wolfsburg.

Hans Roschmann no longer makes 
such long journeys. He is 70 years old and 
has 30 sites in the Stuttgart area – or as 
he puts it, “on my doorstep”. His actual 
house was sold by his grandfather in 1920. 
He returned from the war with a bullet 
wound in the stomach, was unable to con-
tinue with the job of a fitter which he had 
trained for, and thus decided to invest in a 
merry-go-round and a caravan. This was 
about the time when Roschmann’s moth-
er was born. Ever since, the family has 
been “on the road”. 

Regarding caravans: “If you had a Mack 
caravan in those days, you really were 
someone,” explains Maximilian Röser, 

the marketing director of Mack Rides in 
Waldkirch. The company was founded 
in Breisgau in 1780, but was originally 
very different from the specialist in roll-
ercoaster construction of all kinds that it 
has become today.

Organs point the way to  
fairground rides

Waldkirch is regarded as a town of organs 
– and it was also the organ that paved the way 
for Mack Rides to get involved in festivals 
and funfairs. This is because Heinrich Mack 
built the first mobile carriage for an organ 
back in those days. This appealed so much 
to fairground entrepreneurs that they asked 
whether he might not build a caravan as well. 
No sooner said than done. In the subsequent 
period, one caravan was built after another. 
“The caravan market for funfair people sur-
vived for a long time, into the 1990s,” remem-
bers Röser. The caravans were equipped with 
extendable bay windows, a veranda, expen-

sive carpets and high-quality wood. Today, 
Mack Rides no longer builds caravans but 
stationary rollercoasters and flumes – and all 
over the world.

Back to Max Eberhard from Hamburg. “It 

Title

A popular fairground classic with a new 
concept: the „Wild Mouse XXL“.
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cost a lot of money,” he says, “if you drive 1,000 kilometres to London 
and another 1,000 kilometres back again.” Everything costs money: 
transporting the rollercoaster, setting it up, dismantling it and bringing 
it back again. “It’s certainly an entrepreneurial risk,” he admits. “You’ve 
got to choose your events carefully. Otherwise, things can easily back-
fire on you,” says the entrepreneur, with experience based on running 
an operation employing 50 people.

Max Eberhard uses twelve of his own towing vehicles in the funfair 
area, most of which pull semitrailers. They have the particular attrac-
tion of not requiring any special licenses. “That’s why we have a few 
more of them than we really need,” he discloses. Why? “It means we can 
load the semitrailers without them getting too wide or too tall.” After 
all, Eberhard’s trailers are on the move six days a week, 24 hours a day. 
It is important to avoid having restricted driving times and the need for 
accompanying vehicles. However, it does take five special transports to 
move the rollercoaster from one fairground site to the next. 

“A big installation like the Wild Mouse XXL costs a lot of money to 
move. You could buy yourself something really nice for that amount,” 
says the man from Hamburg. For example, it took a six-figure sum to 
pay for the transport to London. 

The “dinosaurs” are dying out

Even though he realises that he is swimming against the tide in 
this business – Max Eberhard does not want to sell up. He has ob-
served that the principle of “small, fun, compact” is increasingly 
replacing the mantra of “faster, higher, farther” from the past. In 
this regard, he remembers the Eurostar, an enormous rollercoaster 
that took 100 trucks to transport it. “That’s unaffordable nowadays. 
That’s why these dinosaurs are gradually dying out,” he thinks. Max 
Eberhard is deliberately swimming against the tide with his Wild 
Mouse XXL: “We persuaded ourselves to invest once again and we 
are operating this installation with 20 trucks.” Hans Roschmann 
also confirms the trend towards compact attractions. “The big com-
panies are living from hand to mouth,” he says from inside his heat-
ed ticket booth for the “Kiddie Coaster” ride. His low loader and 
semitrailer “don’t have any extras”. 

Roschmann’s fleet comprises two dodgem rides, the “Kiddie 
Coaster” and the “Baby Flyer” children’s merry-go-round as well 
as a stand selling almonds and fruits dipped in chocolate. “The al-
mond stand costs €4000,” he says. “One car for the dodgems alone 
costs €4,500, and you need 24 of them. That adds up to the best part 
of €100,000, and you’ve still got to pay for the ticket office trailer 
and your personnel,” he grumbles, doing the arithmetic quickly. His 
father always said it was a money pit. On the other hand, the al-
mond roasters are the ones with the nice holiday homes and money 
in their pocket. “That’s a fact,” emphasises Roschmann. He thinks 
it combines low start-up costs with predictable staff expenses. “But 
we’re not doing too badly. The main thing is to keep healthy,” he 
says pressing the red button to restart the kiddie rollercoaster. “I 
know a rollercoaster owner who even had a stand at a Christmas 

The entrepreneur Max Eberhard uses steel boxes that he  
has developed himself for transporting his Wild Mouse XXL  
from A to B.
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market,” he explains. That would have been 
unthinkable even ten years ago. Indeed, Ro-
schmann thinks he would have been tak-
en to court for slander by the rollercoaster 
owner simply for spreading this rumour. 

“That’s how it is,” he says from within his 
panel van on the horse market site in Le-
onberg. There are 20 attractions here. Ro-
schmann is the general leaseholder. “Times 
have changed.”

Times change, so do the  
business models

This also goes for Mack Rides in Wald-
kirch. Nowadays, the company is not in-
volved in transporting things from A to 
B. Today, Maximilian Röser and his team 
build stationary fairground rides. “We sell 
our systems without arranging the trans-
port,” he explains. “In the past, we used to 
build flumes that took 60 semitrailers to 
transport them. Nowadays, it’s practical-
ly impossible to justify the expense.” Max 
Eberhard, on the other hand, proves that it 
can work. “It depends on the overall pack-
age,” emphasises the man from Hamburg. 
“For us, transports are the means to an end. 
Without them, it simply wouldn’t be possi-

ble.” For more than 110 years, the company 
motto has been: Not possible? No way! “We 
are good when it comes to operating a roll-
ercoaster, setting it up and dismantling it. 
Mack Rides is unbeatable in the other sto-
ry,” he says, meaning specifically the inno-
vative strength of the rollercoaster builder 
based in the Black Forest.

The market niche of setting up 
and removing

Max Eberhard spotted a gap in the mar-
ket in 1999 for setting up and removing 
rollercoasters – at a time when many man-
ufacturers were outsourcing partial tasks 
such as steel fabrication or setting up fair-
ground rides. “On the one hand, we are fair-
ground attraction operators. On the other 
hand, however, we are a company that also 
sets up rollercoasters in stationary leisure 
parks. We are a steel installation compa-
ny,” he explains. And the Wild Mouse XXL? 
“That’s my second supporting pillar.” With 

He has seen a lot of coming and going:  
The fairground veteran, Hans Roschmann.
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RCS, Eberhard is currently working in Istanbul, Italy and in the So-
chi leisure park, as mentioned. 

He has built special transport boxes for his six special semitrail-
ers in order to transport the steel parts of the rollercoaster. “Our 
semitrailers are designed so that they can also be used in the steel 
construction. They are all equipped with container locks,” explains 
the expert. “This means I can transport the XXL Mouse in the load-
ing box on the semitrailer, and then if I want to use the semitrailer 
for something else I unload the box and that leaves me with just the 
semitrailer.” 

Shown to be effective 

Max Eberhard can look back on more than 20 years of experience 
in transporting fairground attractions. The “good events” that he 
selects to take part in include the fair at the Hamburg Dom which is 
held three times a year: as spring, summer and winter fairs. 

Normally, the team needs four to five days for setting up the Wild 
Mouse XXL. The TÜV organisation inspects the installation every 
time it is set up. Max Eberhard points out that he has a young fleet – 
and he does not just mean the trailers. The fleet will be reinforced by 
a new 60-tonne Liebherr crane for the set-up work at the spring fair 
in Hamburg. “It’s a four-axle mobile crane,” smiles the expert who 
pays very careful attention to his fleet in order to avoid breakdowns. 
The timetable has got to be right, accurate timing is all-important. 
“As we don’t operate 20-year old trucks, breakdowns are a rarity,” he 
says with conviction. 

The record of the recent past proves him right: “The last break-
down we had on a classic transport job from A to B was two years 
ago.” Max Eberhard invests a lot of money in maintenance – he is 
only left in the lurch if the drivers end up with a nail in their tyres 
on some fairground. “That’s always a possibility,” observes the busi-
nessman, knowingly.  (tof)                     

For more information, refer to 
www.rcsgmbh.eu and www.wildemaus-xxl.de

Heavy crane equipment is needed for setting up the Wild Mouse 
XXL within four to five days. The owner, Max Eberhard, uses his own 
equipment for this. P
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The rollercoaster builder  
from the Black Forest

Waldkirch in Breisgau is all about fairground attractions for leisure parks all 
over the world. The family firm Mack Rides is a market leader in development 

and production of leisure park attractions.
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S houlder guards are so yesterday. With-
in the next few moments, a highly mod-

ern lap guard will keep you in your seat  
as the rollercoaster thunders downwards. 
A screen displays your pulse rate while you 
look at your own face. Assuming of course 
you can still direct your glance at the screen 
whilst travelling at 100 km/h. Last but not 
least, your speed buzz is stored via WLAN 
whilst you are riding in the vehicle, before 
being transferred to your smartphone in 
YouTube style. 

A vision of the future? Not at all. A roll-
ercoaster with just these technical touches 
is already in operation at the Europa-Park 
Rust. “That is our prototype for other cus-
tomers,” says Maximilian Röser. A glimpse 
behind the scenes of a funfair caused Rös-
er to turn his life around several years ago: 
that was while he was still studying eco-
nomics in Freiburg. According to his own 
diagnosis, he became “addicted to funfairs”. 
Nowadays, the former leisure park addict 
is the marketing director of Mack Rides 
in Waldkirch (Baden-Württemberg). The 
company is regarded as the Rolls Royce of 
rollercoaster builders.

Incidentally, it is not Mack Rides that 
describes itself in this way, but the fair-
ground attraction operator Max Eberhard 
from Hamburg. Last year, he had his “Wild 

Mouse” rollercoaster expanded into the 
XXL variant by adding a spectacular sec-
tion from Breisgau – and he found a con-
genial partner in Mack Rides.

Thrills for the Mouse

The special feature of the XXL expansion 
was two large dips which extend the roller-
coaster ride to 2:30 minutes. “You really get a 
lot for your money,” says the owner Max Eber-
hard. “There’s momentum, there’s attraction.” 
It is made possible by a drop from 10 metres 
height which Mack Rides integrated into the 
familiar zig-zag section.

Röser well remembers last year when Max 
Eberhard came to him and said: “I’d like you 
to get to work on my rollercoaster and make 
the Mouse more exciting.” The challenge in 
the concept facing Mack Rides was to make 
the classic “Wild Mouse” appealing to young 
people in the extended version. “They want 
more thrills,” observes Max Eberhard. At the 
same time, however, the Mouse had to be, 
“different from other crazy rides which throw 
you around upside down 60 metres in the air, 
as a result of which visitors to the fair just take 
a look and think: I’d never get in that thing.” 
Max Eberhard wanted both in his rollercoast-
er: granddads with their grandchildren and 

young people. That’s what he got with the 
“Wild Mouse XXL”.

For Maximilian Röser, jobs such as these 
are more the exception. Mack Rides concen-
trates on stationary installations at leisure 
parks all over the world. “Two projects in Aus-
tralia, three in China, in Sweden, America, 
Chile, we’re busy all over the world,” says the 
marketing boss, counting them up. Idea, de-
velopment, implementation, set-up and main-
tenance: these are magic words for him. Mack 
Rides doesn’t handle the delivery; transport 
is carried out by service providers such as 
Schenker or Dachser.

At the moment, Mack Rides is building a 
large indoor park in Dubai. “Dubai thinks 
big,” says the expert. Specifically, Mack 
Rides is going to be installing two large 
rollercoasters and a smaller teacup merry-
go-round there. The items will be sent on 
their way in 40-foot open top containers on 
board ship. Everyday business for the roller-
coaster builders. 

Faster, higher, farther

Will the principle of “faster, higher, 
farther” still apply in the future? To date, 
the American parks in particular have 
wanted that, observes Röser. Howev-P
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Mack Rides
 Mack Rides has a history 
stretching back over 234 years. 
The company with its head-
quarters in Waldkirch gradually 
came to specialise in stationary 
rollercoasters and flumes, and 
is active all over the world.  
One hundred and thirtyfive em-
ployees generate sales of EUR 
35 million annually. The unique 
arrangement of being both a 
manufacturer and park operator 
(Europa-Park in Rust) enables 
the company to develop optimum 
solutions for practical operators 
based on practical experience.

Innovation

Car, lap guard, rails –  
“Made in Germany” is the 
motto of Mack Rides.
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Innovation

er, “You ultimately get to the point when 
you’ve reached the top and you’re going 
really fast,” he continues. The next step is 
then as follows: “We’ve got to think about 
something new.” That is no problem for 
Röser and the Mack Rides team: “We’re 
well known for our innovative thinking,” 
says Röser. “We already know what we’ll 
be building in the future, or the direction 
in which we want to develop.” However, 
he does not think he has clairvoyant abil-
ities. Instead, the trick is to respond to 
customers’ wishes. Usually, they already 
have specific ideas in mind. “It is our job 
to make sure that the track is as spectacu-
lar as possible within the available space.” 

One prototype every year

On average, Mack Rides produces one 
prototype every year. The company is re-
garded as a problem-solver in the indus-
try. It then takes somewhat longer, mainly 
about 2½ years, to bring it to series-produc-
tion readiness. 

TÜV Süd is a regular guest at Waldkirch. 
For example, a newly developed lap guard has 
been certified together with the specialists for 
cantilevered structures, with the intention of 
replacing the classic shoulder guard. “Using 
the lap guard, it is now possible to perform 

the wildest manoeuvres,” says Röser. “A lot of 
people want this rollercoaster seat.” Inciden-
tally, the innovation was also developed in 
cooperation with the technical department 
at Offenburg University in Baden-Würt-
temberg. In this specific case, only two years 
elapsed between the idea (2007) and the fin-
ished product (2009). “This gets rid of the 
problem of people’s heads being knocked 
from side to side on the shoulder guard, 
which can be unhygienic,” explains Röser. 
“That was a problem with loop-the-loop roll-
ercoasters.” As a result, Mack Rides only en-
tered this looping business at the same time 
as developing its lap guard.

“The straightforward rollercoaster that 
stands out in the open and just runs will no 
longer be so popular within two and a half 
years,” says Röser with certainty. “We’re now 
incorporating multimedia and interactive 
stories into leisure parks to a greater extent,” 
he discloses, and continues specifically: “We 
assume that it will be possible to tell over the 
next few years who gets into the rollercoast-
er,” believes Röser. The visitor will use his or 
her smartphone to log in, according to the 
principle: “Hello rollercoaster, I John Smith 
am going to take a ride in you.” That means 
the rollercoaster “knows” that this particu-
lar person is there and can welcome and talk 
to him directly. “The customer will also be 
able to exert an influence on the ride, or to 

take contents from it, in other words: he 
can select things,” continues Röser. Fiction? 
No! “We’ll be doing that in the Europa-Park 
next year,” reveals the expert. “Then, every 
passenger will have a big button for choos-
ing whether to ride forwards or backwards.” 
With true political correctness, the majority 
decision sets the travel direction of the fair-
ground ride.

                 

Made in Germany

The manufacturing is carried out close 
to home. “We produce in Germany,” em-
phasises Röser.  It seems clear that fair-
ground operators appreciate this. They reg-
ularly beat a path to Breisgau when it comes 
to retrofitting, i.e. renewing various parts 
such as cars or fairings. “Someone wanting a 
new section for a ride,” as was the case with 
Max Eberhard and his Wild Mouse XXL,” is 
something that we’ve never had before,” says 
the man from Nuremburg. This process was 
both exciting and challenging for the Mack 
Rides company which had first designed 
and built the “Wild Mouse” in 1950. The 
result is well worth looking at: both “Mice” 
still earn their keep – at every fair and every 
public festival. (tof)      

For more information about Mack Rides, refer to 
www.mack-rides.com P
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»We already know what we‘re going 
to build in future, or the direction in 

which we want to develop.«
Maximilian Röser, Head of Marketing
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M arko Pfaff has many associations with Christmas markets 
and fairs in both town and country. “That’s where my cus-

tomers are, and at many places you find the vehicles and the stands 
that I have designed and were built in my company,” reports the 
boss of Pfaff & Co. Spezialfahrzeugbau GmbH. The small company 
from the Saxon town of Bad Lausick, located around 25 kilometres 
south-east of Leipzig, has built more than 2000 special vehicles and 
trailers over the past 20 years. The majority of these have been for 
fairground ride operators, although some were for television com-
panies. They range from 750 kilogram lightweight constructions 
through to 60-tonne heavyweights. “I am certain that each of these 
vehicles is unique, not one of them has a copy anywhere in the 
world,” says the owner. Before him, his father built wooden bodies 
for vehicles, but Marko Pfaff was more interested in working with 
steel. He registered his business back in 1985 – during the last years 
of the GDR with its centrally planned economy.

He started in a small corner of his father’s firm, and later em-
ployed two people. In the meantime, the small Pfaff residence has 
not only been modernised but is also surrounded by several pro-

duction halls which have been built one after another as the compa-
ny grew. A 40 metre long assembly hall was added in 2007 – thereby 
completing the development of the property. “We’ve been booked 
up for the rest of the year since February, and we will be hiring 
new people again,” says his partner and managing director Maren 
Oswald, who is responsible for finance and bookkeeping in the 
company. Their son, Claudius Oswald, studied mechanical engi-
neering and joined the company in 2012. “One day, we hope that 
he will take over the company together with his younger brother 
Wieland,” says the 52 year old Marko Pfaff.

From the customer’s wish into CAD

When customers come to Bad Lausick, they generally only have a 
rough idea of what they need: a mobile stall for a Christmas market 
or a caravan. As a result, the first conversation is all about the wish-
es and options – both technical and financial. “At that time, I’ve al-
ready got a fairly precise project in mind, whereas the customer 

»None of our vehicles  
is like any other.«

Based in the Saxon town of Bad Lausick, Pfaff & Co. Spezialfahrzeugbau  
designs and builds individual vehicles, above all for fairground ride operators. 

BPW axles are also used here so that everything will roll perfectly.
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is only looking at a rough sketch and knows 
what sort of money he is prepared to pay,” 
says Pfaff, describing his approach. It then 
takes several days to turn the sketch into a 
CAD drawing with all the important tech-
nical parameters, and this is discussed with 
the customer again.

Experience instead  
of standardised parts

Pfaff trained as a forge master - he re-
gards this this phase as a decisive corner-
stone of his entrepreneurial success. “A 
great deal of experience goes into the design 
planning, both from me and my design-
er Michael Heinig who has been working 
for me for more than 20 years now, and we 

have all come to call him “foreman” – even 
though he isn’t really,” says Pfaff. People like 
Heinig are an essential part of the compa-
ny’s capital, he thinks: “Almost every time, 
we have to start from the drawing board by 
designing a vehicle based on the customer’s 
wishes. This means I need colleagues who 
are particularly creative at the same time as 
possessing a great deal of experience,” ex-
plains Pfaff. The usual procedure followed 
in the industry nowadays, namely coming 
up with solutions based on databases and 
parts numbers, is something that he re-
gards rather critically in the context of his 
company: “Maybe that’s okay for stand-
ard solutions, like if I was going to build a 
small batch of trailers. For us, it’s important 
to understand what you can best achieve 
with what material even during the design 

phase. After all, we build the majority of 
it ourselves, irrespective of whether you’re 
talking about the chassis, hydraulics or the 
internal fittings.”

Attracting young  
employees by training  

Training is correspondingly important 
for the entrepreneur, and the company has 
attracted a large proportion of its workforce 
by this route. With about 40 employees, 
Pfaff allows itself 10 apprentices who are be-
ing trained up as fitters and lathe operators 
– above all in the way that Pfaff needs for 
vehicle manufacture. Head of training, Da-
vid Kuhnitzsch, relies on tried-and-tested 
manual techniques above all else: “With us, 

Almost all of the vehicle construction work is performed in the company’s own workshop: from the body-in-white stage through to welding and 
artistic forging work as well as painting and elaborate decoration by hand.

link
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the apprentices still learn traditional crafts-
manship skills, and we also want to teach 
them how to think properly.” The situation 
is the same with versatility: consequently, 
the future fitters can not only work perfectly 
with steel, but also stainless steel or alumin-
ium. The teaching workshop is responsible 
for creating the smaller components above 
all else. By way of example, Kuhnitzsch 
points out an elaborately worked forged-
iron lamp. You could buy something ready-
made like that, but at Pfaff the accessories 
are also hand-made originals from Saxony.

About 70 percent of his workforce have 
been trained in-house, which gives Marko 
Pfaff a great advantage when it comes to 
looking for personnel – particularly be-
cause he knows how difficult it is finding 
specialists for vehicle manufacture in the 
vicinity of major automobile plants such as 
BMW and Porsche. His people need to have 
the right qualifications and be prepared to 

start at an SME located out in the coun-
tryside. However, it is getting harder and 
harder to recruit apprentices: The number 
of school leavers is dropping, and the com-
pany boss is constantly finding that tradi-
tional craftsmanship professions are suf-
fering from an image problem in the east of 
the country as well.

At the same time, work at the vehicle 
builder in Bad Lausick is demanding and 
varied – with a new challenge every day. 
Building a caravan that has extensions on 
both sides with a floor space of 73 sq me-
tres and fitting it out or producing the 
40-tonne centre section of a free-fall tower 
are just as exciting as the construction of 20 
metre tall wooden pyramids accomplished 
with his brother’s carpentry firm which at-
tract great attention at Christmas markets. 
As if that was not enough, there are some-
times entirely unusual commissions to get 
your teeth into: such as restoring an S-4000 
truck from the 1950s or a decommissioned 
Russian MiG-21 fighter jet.

Special axles for heavy loads

On the other hand, today’s fairground 
attraction businesses are by no means 
products with homely handicraft touches, 
but are also high-tech steeds that are in-
creasingly luring foreign customers to Bad 
Lausick as well. One particular challenge 
involves using special hydraulic systems to 
allow the stalls to be set up after transport 
with as few personnel and in as little time 
as possible. In addition, many of the stalls 
need to have axles that can be removed 
easily following relocation, meaning that 
hydraulic lifting and locking systems are 

also used. Marko Pfaff buys in the axles 
themselves. “There are several manufac-
turers, but what counts for me when decid-
ing where to buy isn’t merely a question of 
money, it also comes down to quality and 
flexibility,” says the entrepreneur. 

Time and time again, a customer’s pro-
ject places particular demands on the run-
ning gear as well. Fairground attraction 
businesses often need low-loader axles with 
a high loading capacity and small wheel di-
ameter. Ultimately, the optimum arrange-
ment of brakes and springs also influences 
the structure of the vehicle itself. BPW has 
been an important partner for the compa-
ny right from the start when it comes to de-
livering special axles. However, for Marko 
Pfaff it is important above all that the part-
ners know one another and can respond 
to special requirements. “We have repeat-
ed discussions about what possible chang-
es can be made if a vehicle needs it,” says 
the engineer who is constantly in his work-
shops wearing blue overalls and carrying 
his measuring ruler – except when he’s in 
negotiations with customers. 

He has however made some concessions 
in this age of the Internet: “In the past, I 
used to meet my suppliers more often 
whereas now many of these trips are re-
placed by computers and the Internet. It is 
also a shame that the once so important In-
terschau show for fairground attractions 
and market vehicles is no longer the meet-
ing place that it used to be: Personal contact 
remains important to me, since this builds 
up understanding on both sides and means 
you can get to know one another.” (ms)

More information about Marko Pfaff & Co.  
Spezialfahrzeugbau GmbH is available at  
www.fahrzeugbau-pfaff.de

Marko Pfaff

 Marko Pfaff & Co. Spezialfahrzeu-
ge GmbH is based in the Saxon town 
of Bad Lausick and was created in 
the mid-1990s on the basis of the 
vehicle building company founded in 
1985. Today, it employs more than 
40 people – including the training 
organisation. Fairground vehicles of 
all kinds, caravans and TV broadcast 
or equipment vehicles are predomi-
nantly supplied to customers in Ger-
many as well as Denmark, France, 
Switzerland, Sweden, Luxembourg 
and Russia. 

Portrait

»Almost every time, we have to start from the drawing board. 
This means I need colleagues who are particularly creative at 

the same time as possessing a great deal of experience.«
Marko Pfaff (right), managing director
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A hydraulic winch sends the fastest rollercoaster in the world into its “orbit” with about 
32,000 HP. As a passenger, you have to feel safe. People can ride the attraction without 
worries once experts from TÜV Süd have confirmed its safety.

E verything started at the Munich Ok-
toberfest in 1929. The number of fair-

ground attractions had increased to such 
an extent that the city of Munich could no 
longer carry out what it called the utilisa-
tion approvals entirely under its own steam. 
As a result, it asked for help from engineers 
at TÜV Süd. This created a customer rela-
tionship that has existed to this day, 85 years 
later.  

Nowadays, about 40 structural, mechan-
ical and electrical engineers from from the 
“Plants, buildings & infrastructure” depart-
ment are specialists in demand worldwide, 
for example at the Ferrari World leisure 

park in Abu Dhabi. “It took nine colleagues  
– each of them a specialist in his or her field –  
several months to go through the docu-
ments,” reports project director Thomas 
Uhrig. “Three colleagues spent a total of ten 
days on the extensive acceptance test on the 
ground.” As well as checking the “Formula 
Rossa” rollercoaster, TÜV Süd also exam-
ined the safety of twelve other attractions.

Cantilevered structures

Not all projects are as spectacular as this 
one, but all are examined according to the 

same standards and regulations to ensure 
stability, mechanical and electrical safety. 
Not only does this cover fairground attrac-
tions, but also marquees and stalls that ex-
ceed a certain size or height, explains Stefan 
Kasper, who is the head of the department 
that bears the name “Cantilevered Struc-
tures”: “Every year, we carry out more than 
100 initial acceptance procedures at fair-
grounds, and more than 2000 repeat in-
spections.” An initial acceptance procedure 
is primarily concerned with checking that 
the system matches the plans, and that all 
safety-relevant requirements are met. Re-
peat inspections are comparable with the 
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Safety test for white knuckle ride
Safety
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roadworthiness test for motor vehicles, although the intervals 
are between one and three years depending on the size and com-
plexity of the ride.

Knowledge and experience

My colleagues ought to be able to tell from the documents wheth-
er a 32,000 HP winch will actually function and operate reliably, 
continues Stefan Kasper. Not only does this demand the corre-
sponding theoretical knowledge, but also continuous training – in 
spite of the level of experience. It is not necessary to be a fan of 
festivals in order to do this job, he points out, because the work 
actually starts before they do. “Of course, fairground attractions 
are special systems and our experts do have a preference for the 
peculiarities of these rides – and what makes their activity so 
unique.” The same thing applies to him. When it comes to roller-
coasters, for example, what counts is: “Speed, speed and more speed. 
It doesn’t matter whether I’m sitting in the first car or in the middle; 
each place has its own sensation.” (jws)                                              
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Two questions to Dr.-Ing. EWE Michael Metzele, 
head of Quality and Customer Service at BPW.

trailer world: With special vehicles, it is of course necessary to 
check first whether what the customer wants can be achieved. 
How can you be certain that the finished product will actually 
meet the quality requirements in the end?
Michael Metzele: First of all, it is important to identify all of the 
customer’s requirements, weigh them up and convert them into 
technical product characteristics. Optimum support is available 
for this using preventative quality methods such as the “Design for 
Six Sigma” methodology. As the project progresses, these prod-
uct functions must be verified in the test area as well as validated 
during field trials. Reliability technology methods help to identi-
fy risks at an early stage and reduce them. The robust design of 
our products ensured by this method is a precondition for robust 
production processes. Nowadays, these are also comprehensively 
accompanied by quality methods such as SPC (statistical process 
control) from the Six-Sigma* methodological toolkit, thus ensur-
ing a consistently high level of product quality.
Generally speaking, quality control involves target/actual com-
parisons. This is almost impossible in special productions that 
represent uncharted technological territory. How do you proceed 
in such a case?
Quality control is always possible providing there are specifica-
tions; for this reason, efficient quality management must particu-
larly focus on the quality of development processes, and less so on 
checking the quality of product features. This means once robust 
product specifications have been defined, for example product toler-
ances that can be reproducibly manufactured, the trend of experience 
in production plays a subordinate role. It goes without saying that 
learning and experience trends in production always have a posi-
tive effect on the stability of production processes.  (js)                       

Module test rig in Brüchermühle near Wiehl.

For more information, refer to www.tuev-sued.de/home_en and click “Sports, 
Leisure & Entertainment” in the “Industries” section

»Every year, we carry 
out more than 100  
initial acceptance 

procedures at fair-
grounds, and more 

than 2000 repeat 
inspections.«

Stefan Kasper, TÜV Süd 

Tested quality? 

* Six Sigma is a systematic advance for process improvement using analytical 
   and statistical methods.
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»Each special product also 
teaches you something for 
normal series production.«

On a visit to the technical trials site of BPW, trailer world spoke to Hans Werner Kop-
plow, head of the Special Vehicle Systems business unit at BPW, and Johann Philipp 
Heidrich, head of Development and Design at BPW Fahrzeugtechnik, about special  
running gear for heavy and light vehicles.

trailer world: What do you understand by special products, and 
where are they used?
Hans Werner Kopplow: We have divided our product range for 
heavy commercial vehicles into the sectors of standard and special 
vehicle systems. The special vehicle systems area deals with all axles 
and running gear which are subject to special requirements, whether 
these are particularly heavy loads or special applications. After all, 
special vehicles are used in all kinds of applications. Consumers are 
above all trailer manufacturers and the numerous special providers 
active in this area, such as manufacturers of low-loaders, car trans-
porters and many other customer and application-specific special 
vehicles.
Johann Philipp Heidrich: For us, special running gear means run-
ning gear or drawbar installations with additional functions that are de-
veloped for the particular requirements of specific customers and indus-
tries. This is also usually a question of weight, in other words axles and 
running gear for very heavy as well as very light loads, such as for electric 
vehicles with an axle load of only 300 to 400 kilograms. In addition, there 
can be very large or very small dimensions for the running gear, or spe-
cial driving properties.

Who are the customers?
Heidrich: The consumers are drawn from manufacturers of car-
drawn trailers such as caravans, industrial machinery and plant as 
well as commercial trailers, but also for cab-and-engine vehicle and 
self-propelled vehicles such as piste preparation crawlers.

Can you give us an example?
Heidrich: We have developed a pivoting drawbar for manufac-
turers of mobile shops and market vehicles; this can be folded in 
when the vehicle is set up. As a result, stallholders and market 
traders can save space, and thus pay less rent for their pitch. Also, 
the sales area should be at the customer’s eye level if possible. As 
a result, we have running gear in our range that features hydraulic 
lowering.

What quantities are involved?
Kopplow: In total BPW produces and sells far in excess of 300,000 
axles. About 20 percent of the total volume is accounted for by special 
vehicle systems – however this is subdivided into various categories 
and niches such as swinging and steering axles, to name but a few. 
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Heidrich: We build more than 100,000 ax-
les every year in Paderborn. The number of 
requests for very unusual running gear and 
vehicle concepts is increasing, because many 
customers are attempting to differentiate 
themselves from their competition by means 
of their products, and to generate added val-
ue for their customers. Such niche markets 
also enable us to differentiate ourselves from 
our competitors. At present, there is no price 
war apparent here – in contrast to the seg-
ments where products are interchangeable 
on a 1:1 basis: In addition, each special prod-
uct teaches you something for products in 
“normal” series production.

How has the market developed?
Kopplow: Last year, the trailer market grew 
slightly, with the segment for heavy low-load-
er trailers used for transporting extremely 

heavy loads increasing much more strongly 
than the market as a whole. Overall, we are 
expecting a similarly positive development 
during the current year. We are the market 
leader for commercial vehicle trailers in Eu-
rope. However, we are also represented world-
wide, and are the market leader in many coun-
tries – including Japan.
Heidrich: In our business, the market is dif-
ferentiated greatly according to the consum-
er segment. Sales in the trailer area increased 
significantly, whereas the caravan sector is 
currently lagging behind.

What characterises BPW in the market, 
and where are the challenges?
Kopplow: Particularly in the area of special 
vehicles, BPW is characterised by the very 
wide range of running gear that it offers. In 
the Group, we can supply running gear for un-

braked car trailers, standard trailers and semi-
trailers, as well as for special vehicles. It is 
a challenge to offer a wide product spectrum 
that will satisfy highly diverse requirements. 
The BPW designers are therefore working 
hard to create a modular range that will cov-
er as many variants as possible.

Doesn’t this sound more like fiddling than 
inventing …?
Kopplow: As a designer, I am of course en-
thusiastic about demanding technical pro-
jects in which it is necessary to design run-
ning gear for particularly heavy or compli-
cated vehicles. Our heaviest axle for use in 
mining, for instance, can carry a maximum 
axle load of 50 tonnes at a speed of 40 km/h.

Are there particular examples of especially 
spectacular projects?P
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Dual development competence from BPW:  
Johann Philipp Heidrich (left of photo) and Hans Werner 

Kopplow talking shop about special running gear.
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Kopplow: Indeed, a really extreme one: for 
a heavy-duty transport, modules of an oil rig 
up to 20 metres tall and 40 metres wide were 
transported for installation on a modular 
low-loader featuring 160 BPW swinging ax-
les. Because swinging axle vehicles use steer-
ing and hydraulically-sprung bogies, they 
offer particularly high load capacities, gener-
ous steering angles and very long lifting and 
equalisation travels. As a result, they are the 
first choice for transport companies which 
need to carry particularly heavy loads under 
especially difficult transport conditions.

Where are the trends moving in technical 
development?
Kopplow: For our users, what counts above 

all are lifecycle costs, by which I mean low 
costs over the entire service life of a prod-
uct, a low likelihood of failure, long main-
tenance intervals and straightforward ser-
vicing. This ensures that the users can con-
centrate on their core business; it is a topic 
that we always encounter during our devel-
opment work.

Could you describe the sequence from de-
velopment through to production and deliv-
ery to customers?
Kopplow: We can manufacture the majority 
of our products and cover a significant part of 
the applications using our modular system. As 
a result, thanks to short throughput times, we 
can respond to customers’ requests within a 

matter of weeks. In particular cases when we 
need to develop new components and prod-
ucts, on the other hand, it can take a year or 
more before the product enters series produc-
tion, depending on the amount of develop-
ment work involved.
Heidrich: An example: In October 2013, we 
began to develop an entirely new concept for 
a lowering axle. This was done in very close 
cooperation with a customer, even though 
at the time this customer was not entirely 
certain what it wanted. We produced a few 
drafts, took a look at the situation, went for 
a few meetings with the customer to its de-
sign department and thought about how to 
achieve the requirements. Once the concept 
had been approved, the components were cal-
culated, the design of them finished and pro-
totypes of the vehicles were built and tested. 
Following that, a few components were opti-
mised further. It is at times like this that our 
many years of experience pay off, because we 
can take the correct decisions quickly. Once 
the tooling and fixtures for mass production 
of the axles had been built, we could get go-
ing. The first axles were delivered from se-
ries production in mid-February.

Do you also come up against limits?
Kopplow: BPW is and will remain a mass 
producer of running gear technology. Without 
doubt, we do encounter our limits in certain 
project enquiries, and incidentally also have to 
obey the laws of physics such as when it comes 
to the minimum size of an axle. But in actual 
fact, the limits are more of a commercial na-
ture: sometimes, a project is simply not finan-
cially worthwhile. But we do want to be the 
first point of contact for our customers. As a 
result, we offer all customers the opportunity 
to come to us with their project ideas, so we 
can talk about them and think whether and 
how it could be achieved. Generally speaking, 
we find a solution.   (ag)              

For more information, refer to www.bpw.de and 
www.bpw-fahrzeugtechnik.de

Hans Werner Kopplow

 Hans Werner Kopplow (48) has been working for BPW Bergische Achsen in Wiehl 
for the past 25 years. He holds an engineering diploma after studying mechanical  
engineering in Dortmund, following which he started work at BPW in 1988. After  
undertaking various tasks in the areas of Design and Development, he headed the 
Pneumatic Axles area for 14 years, before moving to the Development area. He has 
been in charge of the Special Vehicle Systems business unit for one year now. 

Johann Philipp Heidrich

 Johann Philipp Heidrich (31) works at BPW Fahrzeugtechnik in Paderborn. He studied 
mechanical engineering in Lemgo, where he still lives today. After joining the company 
in 2007, he initially worked on design tasks in the Chassis and Axles area, before mov-
ing to product management. He also holds an engineering diploma. Since 1 March 
2014, he has been in charge of the Development and Design area.   

The engineers are unanimous: As far as the special vehicles area is concerned, BPW is charac-
terised by a very wide range of running gear which is unparalleled in the market. 
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Agricultural

Safe off-road,  
fast on-road
In front, a towing vehicle with up to 540 HP output, followed by a trailer with a tipper  
body or tank for working in the field: the AgroTruck from Stapel meets all the needs of 
modern agriculture.

Taller, wider and faster. The AgroTruck is the perfect response to 
a trend which has been characteristic of agriculture for many 

years now: the tracks are becoming wider, and the requirements 
are becoming ever more demanding. This is being prompted by 
construction and commissioning of biogas plants. “The times are 
over when farmers simply sprayed their manure onto the near-

by field,” says Bernd Stapel, CEO of the company that bears his 
name. Nowadays, manure and maize are initially transported for 
several kilometres to the biogas plants, and the substrate is then 
brought back as a follow-on product for spreading on the fields. 
This is usually done with different kinds of vehicle – with truck 
semitrailers for long distances, and trailers with tanks in ag-
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riculture. Stapel GmbH is a specialist in the 
agricultural machinery and environmental 
technology sector, and has been manufac-
turing vehicles for both these applications 
for several years now. With the AgroTruck, 
the company has designed a solution which 
meets all requirements: Stapel combines 
the technology of a mass-production truck 
with the kind of equipment that makes it 
possible to drive across farm fields. What’s 
special about it is that the AgroTruck is not 
registered as a truck, but as a tractor, which 
means it can be driven on a T-class driving 
licence – by people of 18 years and older. It 
is subject to the same legal regulations as a 
tractor. In addition, farmers benefit from 
the use of agricultural diesel. To ensure that 
the maximum speed for this classification is 
not exceeded, the technicians at Stapel have 
restricted the machine to 60 km/h – a speed 
that is optimum for use on country roads in 
view of the large tonnages involved. 

New running gear systems 
make agriculture more mobile

Until now, speeds of this kind were out of 
reach for vehicles used in agriculture. This 
changed when BPW undertook further de-
velopment of its running gear systems that 
the company produces specifically for agri-
cultural applications; it designed them for 

speeds up to 80 km/h and equipped then 
with a new steering system. Bernd Stapel 
trained as an agricultural machinery me-
chanic, has national qualifications in the 
technology of machine building as well as 
being an environmental protection tech-
nician. For him, this news was like firing 
a starting pistol: “We have long since been 
waiting for the opportunities that are now 
opening up.” The agricultural machinery 
builders from Albersloh were also the first 
to install the new running gear systems in 
their trailers in 2013. And they are satisfied: 
“The axles have been built strong enough for 
the tough conditions and are extremely relia-
ble,” says Bernd Stapel. Stapel GmbH has been 
relying almost exclusively on BPW axles since 
2001. The new running gear systems now  
enable the company to take a further step.

The AgroTruck uses MAN trucks from 
the TGS series for pulling it. This delivers 
a power of up to 530 PS off-road or on-
road. The payload is 25 tonnes, and the 
total weight of the tractor/trailer combi-
nation up to 40 tonnes. Bernd Stapel and 
his companion Thomas Suntrup adapt-
ed the truck in several respects for use in 
agriculture. For example, the towing ve-
hicle can be equipped with high-volume 
low-pressure wheels if required (diame-
ter: 1.33 metres). 

The tyres of the semitrailer, which usu-
ally has pneumatic or hydraulic suspension, 

can be up to 1.60 metres in diameter, with a 
width of up to 800 mm. An intelligent tyre 
pressure control system enables the driv-
er to reduce the tyre pressure when driv-
ing off-road, thereby increasing the con-
tact area. As a result, the vehicle achieves 
much better traction on uneven field sur-
faces, while the power steering provides 
extreme manoeuvrability. An adaptation 
in the CAN bus controller ensures addi-
tional safety: it prevents driving too fast 
at low tyre pressures. In the tractor vehi-
cle, the air hoses for increasing and reduc-
ing the tyre pressure are routed through 
an external linkage, although this is not 
necessary in the semitrailer: the BPW ax-
les have prepared holes to accommodate 
the hoses. High-performance load-sensing 
hydraulics not only supply the tyre pressure 
control system but also the ancillary units –  
such as the pump which pumps the sub-
strate onto the field, the trailer body or the 
semitrailer. Furthermore, a ball joint cou-
pling irons out uneven ground.

150 new vehicles every year

Construction of the AgroTruck is fol-
lowing the tradition of many new develop-
ments that Stapel has come up with over the 
past 150 years. The village smithy operated 
by the Stapel family was a point of contact P
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for farmers in the area around Albersloh for 
many years whenever they needed repairs 
undertaking on their agricultural machin-
ery. An important event can be dated back 
to 1937: the company embarked on trading 
agricultural machinery – Stapel’s first sale 
was a tractor made by Fahr. Acting as a ve-
hicle dealership created another pillar for 
the company, and it needed more space as 
well as more employees. In 1980, they re-
located to the bush camp industrial park, 
from where they now produce about 150 
new vehicles every year on premises cov-
ering 10,000 sq. metres. With the change 
of generation, Bernd Stapel and the me-

chanical engineer Thomas Suntrup took 
over management of the company on 1 Oc-
tober 2001, founding Stapel GmbH. The 
new company also gave rise to new varie-
ty at the same time; the product range has 
continued to grow ever since.

Agriculture is pure technology

When Bernd Stapel is explaining how 
the requirements and technology of agri-
culture have changed over the years, he 
reaches for an illustrated history book. It 
shows a classic manure tanker spreading 

the manure on the field by means of an im-
pact plate. Nowadays, on the other hand, 
highly complex vehicles with hydraulically 
swivelling side arms distribute the manure 
with pinpoint accuracy onto the base of the 
plants by means of towed hoses with a rig 
up to 30 metres wide. The amount of ma-
nure is precisely controlled by a computer; 
the track width matches the “tramlines” 
with accuracy down to the millimetre. 
“That is pure technology,” says Bernd Sta-
pel. You could also say: That is agriculture 
nowadays. (peb) 

Stapel GmbH
 Stapel GmbH from Albersloh is a specialist in agricultural machinery, mechanical 
engineering and environmental technology. For more than 150 years, it has developed, 
produced, repaired and sold high-tech vehicles for use in agriculture. The company 
has specialised in individual solutions. Its range includes manure spreaders, spreading 
systems, tipper bodies, transport semitrailers/pumping trailers, containers, hook lift 
systems as well as special vehicles and steel fabrication. Since 2011, the company has 
operated its own production facility in Poland, where the tankers are manufactured. 
The space this freed up in Albersloh will be used for manufacturing special products. 
Another business area was founded in 2003: the company founded its “Stapel Mietservice”, 
a plant rental arm. Customers can rent vehicles for a period of their choosing.  
The company employs 52 people in total.

For more information, refer to www.stapel.info  
as well as www.agrotruck.de

Always on the lookout for what is 
coming next: Stapel’s CEO Bernd 
Stapel (l.) and Thomas Suntrup 
following the production steps in 
manufacturing a tanker trailer.
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Knauf Gips KG has succeeded in achieving an advance in underground  
transport in terms of technology and efficiency: with an enormous payload gain, 

faster transport speed and lower diesel consumption.

Good luck! Underground transport with 
trailers they have developed themselves
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K nauf Gips KG is part of the German Knauf Group. In a re-
cent survey in Focus magazine entitled “Germany’s best em-

ployer”, it was the highest-placed SME in the category of “Manu-
facture and processing of process and construction materials”. One 
of the high-quality products from Knauf Gips KG is liquid screed, a 
free-flowing screed variant made from the precursor material, an-
hydrite, which is mined underground.

1.7 kilometres that present a challenge   The dry anhydrite is 
mined near the Lower Franconian town of Hüttenheim. It is extract-

ed by blasting about 150 metres underground, then transported 1.7 
kilometres along tunnels to the crusher. This sounds easier than it is, 
because the route to the destination is very tricky: barely lit galleries, 
sometimes only 3.30 metres high and a maximum of 6 metres wide, 
rough and rocky ground – a real challenge for the driver and vehicle, 
all the more so when towing a load weighing many tonnes. For dec-
ades, Knauf used 2-wheel trailers with a steel framework that it built 
itself for transporting anhydrite. These were towed by conventional 
tractors, such as from John Deere or Deutz. Not an ideal solution, but 
no other alternative was available. Norbert Feilner, head of the work-
shop and the fleet, explains: “The commercial vehicle sector did not 
have any towing vehicle available to help as make our extremely tricky 
raw material operation more profitable; as a result, we took the deci-
sion to build it ourselves.”

From the idea to the ideal solution   “We wanted to reduce 
equipment wear and tear significantly, cut the safety and health 
risks to the drivers – as well as saving diesel and expensive working 
time,” explains the 54-year-old Feilner, a true stalwart of Knauf. He 
started his apprenticeship at Knauf in 1974, and is still active in the 
company. “After working for the company for 40 years, I know pre-
cisely what our vehicles have got to be able to do.” He got to grips 
with the transport problem and instigated the “Trailer” working 
group in 2012, comprising himself, tractor drivers, controllers, 
health and safety experts as well as colleagues from the motor ve-
hicle workshop. With a cold eye for figures, technical expertise and 
plenty of commitment, the team worked on finding a solution to 
the problem of underground transport. First they produced tech-
nical specifications, then a 1:20 scale model and finally the proto-
type trailer suitable for working in the mine, built in the plant’s own 
motor vehicle workshop employing eight people. Combined with a 
Mercedes-Benz Zetros as the tractor vehicle, the trailer proved to be 
the ideal solution. The Knauf development is equipped with BPW 
axles which, according to Feilner, also perform excellently under-
ground: “It was a good decision to equip our new development with 
BPW axles,” says Feilner happily. Prior to the new tractor/trailer 
combination being used, the rough route had been imposing signif-
icant strain on people and machinery.

Intelligent ideas are welcome   The commitment and wealth of 
ideas displayed by Feilner is by no means rare at the world’s leading 
manufacturer of building materials and building system solutions. 
“I’m a typical Knauf employee,” he says with a grin. Knauf wel-Fo
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Driving in extremely cramped conditions with a 330 HP 
all-wheel drive tractor vehicle and about 23 tonnes payload: 
Knauf’s in-house development. P
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comes intelligent ideas, and operates a company suggestion scheme 
to encourage them specifically. “Every employee,” says HR manager 
Irma Amrehn, “can feel part of our company family.” This confi-
dence in the ideas and skills of employees also helped in the “Trail-
er” project when the going got tough, remembers Feilner. “After all, 
we occasionally also had our doubts or got frustrated because of 
short-term setbacks,” admits Feilner. His conviction and experi-
ence indicates that projects such as developing the trailer for use 
in the mine can only be achieved if you have a good connection to 
colleagues and superiors – right up to board level.     

Achieving more through ongoing development   The combina-
tion of the Mercedes-Benz Zetros and the trailer developed in-
house features appealing design and, above all, ingenious technolo-
gy. The prototype trailer designed by the team had a 20% heavier 
payload: its gooseneck coupling is connected to the rear axle of the 
Zetros using a special ball joint also developed by Knauf. Work is 
now underway in the Knauf motor vehicle workshop into develop-
ing this further: future solutions will be tested for their practicality 
on the company’s own track. Feilner is convinced: it will be possible 
to increase the trailer’s payload by a further 10%. The tractor/trailer 
combination could quite easily demonstrate its potential in other 
locations: “We could well imagine,” explains Norbert Feilner, “us-
ing further developments internationally in the future for extract-
ing raw materials, for example also in the states of the former Soviet 
Union where the Knauf Group has mining operations. In any case, 
our new development satisfies realistic requirements with regard to 
the cost-benefit ratio of the investment.”   (gje/pw)                     
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For more information about Knauf, 
refer to www.knauf.de

The even weight distribution of the cargo, significantly improved payload and improved  
manoeuvrability make underground transports easier, safer and more efficient.

Knauf – a company on course for success

 What started out in 1932 in a small gypsum mine at Schengen  
an der Mosel has developed into a globally active group of com-
panies over the past 80 years. Nowadays, Knauf Gips KG, part of 
the German Knauf Group, operates more than 150 plants with a 
total of around 25,000 employees from its company headquarters 
in Iphofen. Knauf produces modern dry wall systems, plaster, 
insulating materials, accessories, thermal insulation attachment 
systems, paints, flooring systems, machinery and tools. In 2012, 
the group of companies earned more than EUR 6 billion in this 
line of work. 

Knauf’s product range also includes liquid screeds. The raw  
material for these is anhydrite, a dry, gypsum-like sedimentary  
material. Since 1957, it has been mined underground near 
Hüttenheim in Lower Franconia, about 40 kilometres away from 
Würzburg. There is a total roadway network spanning about 160 
kilometres in the mine, and only the numbered stone pillars 
provide help with navigation. Nowadays, the anhydrite is trans-
ported over a distance of about 1.7 kilometres from the extraction 
point to the crusher using the tractor/trailer combination of a 
Mercedes-Benz Zetros and a trailer that Knauf developed itself.

»We have preferred to use 
BPW axles for more than  
40 years now. Knauf now fits 
them to about 90% of its  
commercial vehicles.«
Norbert Feilner, head of the workshop and fleet 
at Knauf Gips KG
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W hat makes a company successful? This 
question is something that many com-

pany bosses consider, and it is often difficult to 
answer. Sjang Emons answered it for his com-
pany back in the 1980s. And today, about 30 
years later, it has turned out that the decisions 
taken at the time were bang on target. In the 
meantime, the Emons Group has developed 
into a company that is known throughout Eu-
rope and can hold its own against its competi-
tors – also, the prospects look good for further 
growth. It was only last year that a major ex-
pansion of the company took place through its 
merger with Meierling of Germany.

Emons is an SME in the logistics sector 
based in The Netherlands that was found-
ed in 1943, and was managed by the own-

ing family until a year ago. In 2013, Sjang 
Emons handed over control of the every-
day business to three managers. About 700 
employees in 10 branches contribute to the 
success of the company. As well as the head-
quarters in Milsbeek, there are branches in 
Germany, Belgium, the Czech Republic and 
Poland. The logistics company has made a 
name for itself by specialising in three are-
as: transporting flat glass under the auspic-
es of its subsidiary, Van Huët; environmen-
tally friendly transport of particularly large 
transport volumes under the “2Win” brand; 
and a special recycling process for use in ag-
riculture which is handled by its Hofmans 
subsidiary. Taking all three areas together, 
the fleet currently numbers 800 vehicles. 

When Sjang Emons set the course for the 
company’s current orientation, the firm was 
in a rather tricky situation. Since its estab-
lishment, Emons had concentrated above all 
in the agricultural business, and had ulti-
mately ended up operating almost exclusive-
ly on contracts for a single major custom-
er. The prospects looked grim at first when 
this customer gave notice within a matter of 
days that it would no longer be calling on the 
transport services of the logistics provider. 
However, the Emons brothers managed to 
turn the situation around in their favour: 
“They looked for and found niches in which 
they could run a successful business inde-
pendently of decisions taken by individual 
clients,” reports Roger Reiniers, Operations 

Successful in its niche

Portrait
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Any company that wants to make it against the competition in the transport market 
must focus its efforts – that was the decision taken by the CEO of the Emons Group 
about 30 years ago. Nowadays, the Dutch company is one of the top suppliers, above all 
when it comes to transporting flat glass.
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Support manager at Emons. Even at the 
time, the transport market was character-
ised by tough competition and all margins 
were pared to the bone. “The decision to be-
come a niche operator paid off. Of course, 
it is important to keep developing within 
these niches and to bring innovations onto 
the market.” 

What this looks like in practice is shown 
by Emons above all in the transport of flat 
glass. In this field, the company is today re-
garded as an expert and reliable special pro-
vider throughout Europe. Panes of glass are 
produced with lengths of up to 6 metres and 
heights of 3.21 metres, meaning that they 
cannot be transported using conventional 
vehicles – these can only be loaded with a 
maximum height of 3 metres. As a result, 
Emons uses special inloaders that also use 
the space between the vehicle wheels as car-
go space, meaning that the overall height of 
the transporter is larger than in convention-
al vehicles. This is made possible by having 
independent suspension instead of a rigid 
axle – and technically feasible because of the 
BPW axle stubs. 

To enter the market for flat glass trans-
port and take ownership of the special ve-

hicles, Emons bought the Dutch company, 
Van Huët, in 1995, this company already 
being known as a logistics provider to the 
glass industry and working with the special 
inloaders. The fleet for transporting glass 
comprised 40 vehicles at the time, today 
there are 270. “By now, we have managed to 
work ourselves up to the top three amongst 
logistics providers who can offer such spe-
cialist glass transports in Europe,” says Rei-
niers. In total, there are about 20 companies 
active in the market. Emons’ clients include 
the six largest glass manufacturers in Eu-
rope, calling for deliveries all over the con-
tinent. Emons’ activities are concentrated in 
Northern Europe, however, between Ireland 
and Moscow.

Specialist German  
manufacturer incorporated 
into the group

In order to expand its market position 
further, the Dutch company decided to 
purchase another firm last year. The Emons 
Group was boosted by the SME, Meierling, 

a special manufacturer of aluminium run-
ning gear based in Hagen in North Rhine 
Westphalia. The decision was prompted by 
prior developments: in 2011, many logistics 
providers in the glass sector switched over 
to lighter transporters in order to reduce 
fuel consumption, thereby allowing less ex-
pensive driving. “Emons set itself the goal 
of being even lighter than the competition. 
As a result, we decided to use aluminium 
instead of steel when designing the vehi-
cles. We found a partner for the building 
challenge in Meierling,” explains Reiniers. 
The close cooperation produced an inload-
er made from aluminium which can carry 
a particularly large payload every trip. “We 
can carry up to 30.8 tonnes when we are on 
the road in the Benelux countries and in 
France, whereas our competitors can only 
manage 28 tonnes with their technology. In 
Germany, the difference in volume is cur-
rently at 27 to 25 tonnes. The objective is to 
get to 28 tonnes here.” 

The joint development work went so well 
that both companies decided to cooperate 
even more closely in future. As a result, 
Meierling was absorbed into the Emons 
Group. “In practical terms, Meierling is still P
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Under the umbrella of its subsidiary 
Van Huët, Emons made a name for  

itself throughout Europe in transporting
flat glass. To do this, the special vehi-
cles use the space between the wheel 

suspensions for carrying cargo.
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independent and continues to produce oth-
er items such as tippers and coil semitrail-
ers as before,” says Reiniers. It is planned 
that another 200 of the newly developed 
aluminium inloaders will be produced for 
Emons over the next few years. 

True to the principle of  
sustainability

In developing this inloader, the Dutch 
company wanted to do more than just out-
pace the competition. It was also impor-
tant for the company to find solutions for 
a more environmentally friendly way of 
working. Thus, the principle of sustaina-
bility has formed part of Emons’ corporate 
strategy for the past 20 years. This should 
apply not only to services on the road, but 

also to its workforce. “Not only do we feel 
under an obligation to keep our transport 
services at the cutting edge all the time, we 
also want to create a sustainable and pleas-
ant working environment for all our staff,” 
emphasises the manager. To make this clear 
towards the outside as well, the Board of 
Management decided to have the new main 
building completed in 2012 feature the lat-
est standards of environmentally friendly 
construction. 

The result is a three-storey building 
which operates on an entirely CO2-neu-
tral basis – with solar cells on the roof 
and its façade as well as ground-source 
cooling in summer and heating in winter. 
Another special feature is one side wall 
on the inside which is completely cov-
ered with plants from ground f loor level 
up to the top storey. “The intention here 
was to ensure that our employees would 
benefit from particularly good air qual-
ity,” explains Reiniers. In addition, staff 
members and visitors can “refuel” their 

electric cars at the company’s own charg-
ing station. Nowadays, not only the Board 
of Management is situated in the main 
building but also the Marketing and Cus-
tomer Service departments as well as Pur-
chasing and Scheduling. 

The topic of sustainability at Emons 
should also be reflected in the company cul-
ture, which explains why the Board of Man-
agement had a “living room” built in one 
room of the new building – a room in which 
staff members can meet up on a Friday af-
ternoon, for example, for a relaxed meeting 
before the weekend. “Our motto is ‘We are 
Emons’, by which we mean every employee 
from the Board of Management down to the 
drivers has a stake in the company’s suc-
cess. We want to show people that this is the 
case as well. Once they actually feel part of 
the whole and enjoy working here, this 
helps the entire group make progress,” ex-
plains Reiniers. (ls)                     

»It has proved well worth it being a niche 
provider. Of course, it is important to keep 
developing within these niches and to 
bring innovations onto the market.«
Roger Reiniers, Operations Support manager,  
with Andrew Bühler, BPW International Fleet Support (left)

Foundation: 1943

Subsidiaries: Van Huët, Meierling, 
Hofmans

Managers: Thijs Rutten, CEO 
Willen-Jan van Vorstenbos, COO 
Sylvester van de Logt, CFO

Headquarters: Milsbeek,  
The Netherlands

Sites: Germany, Belgium, Czech 
Republic and Poland

Workforce: about 700

The Emons Group

For more information about the Emons Group,  
visit to www.emons.nl
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T he Tata Prima towed a semitrailer over potholes and fought 
its way through the mud on India’s roads. Harinder Yadav 

has already driven more than 12,000 kilometres with the truck 
and trailer combination. Under the chassis of the towed unit, 
you will find the ECO Cargo VB from BPW. The 28 year old 
driver is married with children and works for the Ideal Movers 
logistics company based in Mumbai. He is intensively testing 
the running gear made in Germany. His interim verdict sounds 
very promising: “I will recommend it for every trailer in India.” 
Harinder Yadav has been carried away by the smooth driving 
properties of the running gear as well as its first-class braking 
properties.

Interesting market   This is a good start for BPW in India. The 
Wiehl company is busy expanding its foothold in the Indian mar-
ket. At the present time, BPW is intensively testing local condi-
tions so that it has the right product to really conquer the market. 
“As a first step, we decided to use the ECO Cargo VB running gear 
in order to try and cope with the harsh conditions in the market 
and to convince customers with BPW quality,” says Philipp Bäcker, 
General Manager at BPW Trailer Systems India. The wholly owned 
subsidiary was founded in 2010, and is currently building up a sales 
and service network with local assembly. BPW has been supplying 
axles to the country during previous years, although these have pre-
dominantly been installed in special vehicles. With the field test, 

BPW wants to plunge deeper into the Indian market. For this purpose, the company 
defined the perfect running gear in an extensive practical test. 

Painstaking preparations
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BPW is now searching for the right prod-
ucts to offer for sale on the Indian market. 

For this purpose, the engineers need to 
gain as comprehensive a picture as pos-
sible of how the vehicles are used day-in, 
day-out. There are indeed a few motor-
ways here linking the major centres, but 
the road to customers often involves gravel 
tracks. Furthermore, there are many and 
extensive potholes on the roads, which are 
very uneven to boot. “As a result, the com-
plete payload is sometimes only supported 
on a single axle while the two other axles 
are in the air,” says Reiner Moog, the man 
in charge of the field test in India. These 
are precisely the loading conditions that 
the running gear has been designed for. 

Robust running gear    Engineers from 
BPW only developed the ECO Cargo VB 
running gear as recently as last year. “ECO 
Cargo VB is a modern running gear with 
mechanical suspension. The robust configu-
ration for a long service life, optimisation for 
low tyre wear as well as simplified installa-
tion and repair possibilities means it is par-
ticularly suitable for markets such as India,” 
explains Bernd Rhein, technical customer 
consultant and project manager at BPW. It 
comes down to the details, he continues, such 
as the precise tracking possibility and wheel 
guidance, durable bearings and replaceable 

spring slides. For the field test, BPW select-
ed the three-axle running gear with large 
ground clearance, adapted brake force dis-
tribution and anti-lock brake system (ABS). 
“We decided on an axle load of 12 tonnes. 
This is in accordance with national regula-
tions,” says the test leader Reinier Moog.

International cooperation    For the pur-
poses of the field test, BPW is working with 
the vehicle manufacturer Seamless Auto-
tech, which makes the chassis. “We expect 
our suppliers to offer good quality, many 
variants and corresponding service. BPW 
meets these requirements,” says Gurpeet 
Ahluwalia, the Sales & Marketing Director 
at Seamless Autotech. The team in Pune 
needed more than ten days to complete 
and fit out the platform semitrailer. 
This was precisely what Harinder Yadav 
needed, since he has completed all the 
tours to date without any particular inci-
dents of note. In most cases, he has been 
transporting heavy steel coils with a Tata 
Prima 4218 tractor vehicle. However, the 
truck with its engine generating about 180 
HP does not allow him to achieve any sig-
nificant speeds. His average speed is 41.2 
km/h, although it should be noted that 30 
km/h is quite normal for India. His max-
imum speed is also not much above the 
average, at 60 km/h. Another reason why 

he drives so slowly is related to the numer-
ous border controls between the individual 
federal states. It is by no means rare that he 
has to wait several hours or even days. It 
is probable that the team will not achieve 
their target of 50,000 kilometres within 
one year for the field test. “There are in-
deed significant differences compared to 
driving in Europe. For example, time here 
only seems to be of secondary importance. 
Nevertheless, we want to be seen as an in-
ternational mobility partner in India as 
well,” explains Philipp Bäcker, who knows 
the country well. 

Important logistics provider     Bäcker  
also established contact with the Ideal 
Movers logistics company. With its fleet 
of almost 2,000 vehicles, it is one of the 
largest such companies in India. Only re-
cently, an Indian trade magazine selected 
Ideal Movers as the best truck fleet op-
erator of the year. “Our services are in-
creasingly appreciated by our customers, 
because we can guarantee reliable deliv-
eries on schedule,” emphasises Raghav 
Himatsingka, the Chief Executive Officer 
at Ideal Movers. Furthermore, the com-
pany is one of those which strictly adhere 
to the legislation. For example, it will not 
send out any overloaded vehicles. Also, 
Ideal Movers makes sure that its driv-

Professional transport companies stick to 
the rules, whereas many small 

companies take a more relaxed attitude 
regarding the maximum permitted weight.  
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ers and workforce receive 
regular ongoing training. 
The first estimate has 
been increasingly con-
firmed following the first 
few months. “So far, it 
looks as if we have select-
ed exactly the right run-
ning gear,” says Reiner 
Moog. He and his team 
wired up the entire trail-
er in order to be able to 
make statements of this 
kind. Sensors distribut-
ed all around the vehi-
cle and the running gear 
measure the loads with the greatest of precision, and even reg-
ister the smallest expansions of the material. “At first, we save 
the data from all the sensors installed in the vehicle on a data 
logger that is accommodated under the frame. From there, we 
can download it using a modem connected to the logger, which 
means we have a current picture of the loads on the running 
gear at all times,” explains the test leader. 

Long suspension travel distances          The test team has already 
collected some important information over the past few months. 
In India, it is the distortions in the carriageway that impose the 
greatest loadings on the running gear. It’s the same thing with the 

motorways. “This results in 
driving manoeuvres at low 
speed involving long spring 
travel amplitudes leading to 
severe running gear distor-
tion, which can be asym-
metrical in some cases,” 
says Moog, commenting on 
the results of the analysis. 
Highly dynamic manoeu-
vres such as driving over 
potholes at high speed are 
relatively rare, on the oth-
er hand. Consequently, it is 
important for mechanical 
trailer vehicles to have ade-

quate suspension compression and rebound travels, adds the spe-
cialist. Furthermore, it is particularly important for the bearings 
on the running gear to be well sealed, because the roads and yards 
get extremely waterlogged and muddy especially during the mon-
soon season. 

Harinder Yadav still has a considerable distance to cover. It is 
possible that he will not manage the intended 50,000 kilometres in 
one year. But even after that, there will still be plenty of time left 
for rolling along India’s roads with the trailer and its ECO Cargo 
VB running gear.  (rj)                          

You can read more about BPW in India at  
www.bpwindia.com

The team under general manager Philipp 
Bäcker (2nd from left) and Murali Raj 
Amujuri (1st from left) is highly satisfied 
with the first results of the test after 12,000 
kilometres have been driven. The ECO Cargo 
VB running gear seams ideal for the gravel 
tracks and muddy yards.

Source: National Highways Authority of India

Country roads 2,650,000    80%

Regional roads 467,763  14%

State highways 131,899  4%

National highways 79,243  2%

Dense road network in India
in km

India has the second largest road 
network in the world with more than 
3.3 million kilometres. The national 
highways account for about 2% of the 
road network, but carry 40% of the 
total traffic volume.
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From the »extended workbench«  
of Europe to a dynamic  
economic power

TURKEY
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C ompanies such as the semitrailer man-
ufacturer, Tirsan, are indicative of the 

country’s success which extends well be-
yond its borders. Tirsan is not just the most 
important producer of semitrailers, chassis 
and low-loaders in the domestic market, 
since 2002 it has also been the owner of the 
tank and silo arm of Kässbohrer, the tra-
ditional transport manufacturer based in 
Goch in North Rhine Westphalia, Germa-
ny. Tirsan is currently ahead of its compet-
itors with a market share of just over 40%. 
“We offer the widest product range and we 
are investing in research, development and 
new sites, such as Russia since 2011,” ex-
plains Iffet Türken, a member of the Board 
of Management at Kässbohrer.

The Turkish economy has been flourish-
ing for years. At the same time, companies 
in the logistics sector developed from being 
straightforward transport companies into 
professional service providers. “It is esti-
mated that they are earning about €40 bil-
lion annually,” says Stefan Iskan, Professor 
of Logistics at the Ludwigshafen am Rhein 
Academy. Last year, he cooperated with 
the Turkish Association of International 
Hauliers to produce a study of the Turkish 
logistics market. At the BPW “Wiehl Fo-
rum” customer event in November 2013, he 
talked with academic and practical speak-

ers about the opportunities and possibil-
ities for the German and European trans-
port and logistics sector, as well as the role 
played by Turkey as bridge to the CIS states.

Infrastructure projects  
for developing the economy

The transport infrastructure is impor-
tant for economic success. As a result, the 
Turkish Ministry of Transport is pushing 
ahead with road construction. Between 
2003 and 2013, the entire road network al-
most quadrupled to 44,792 kilometres. Ma-
jor projects such as the third bridge across 
the Bosporus with a motorway link or in-
vestments in the rail network are intended 
to crank up economic activity. Companies 
such as Borusan Logistics or Ekol Logistics 
are starting to rethink their approach. In 
their search for ever improving and ever 
faster logistics services, they are concen-
trating on transport solutions such as com-
bined transport. The planners of goods traf-
fic centres that are intended to be built all 
over the country are also taking account of 
the modal split, and are developing solu-
tions for putting as much cargo as possible 
onto the rails. At present, rail cargo traffic 
accounts for just one percent. In May 2013, 

the Turkish President Abdullah Gül signed 
the “Law on Liberalisation of Turkish Rail 
Transport”. As a result, private providers 
will be able to operate their own trains in 
future and build railway links from their 
production facilities to the national rail net-
work. This is what the instigators of the 
“Great Anatolian Logistics Organisations” 
project (BALO) intend to use. Regional 
chambers of commerce and haulage com-
panies have got together and intend to 
transport goods within Turkey and into Eu-
rope by rail. As far as Iffet Türken of Käss-
bohrer is concerned, the investments in 
road and rail infrastructure represent a sig-
nificant step in the ongoing economic de-
velopment of Turkey.  (sl)                   

The Turkish government is pursuing a clear objective: by 2023, on the 100th  
anniversary of the Republic, exports should account for a volume of $500 billion.  
Turkey intends to advance from 16th to 10th place amongst the economic powers.
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Prof. Dr. Stefan Iskan presented a paper at 
the Wiehl Forum customer event organised 
by BPW. 
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Focus

DocStop für Europäer e. V. is a registered charity that has set it-
self the goal of offering medical assistance to professional truck 

drivers who become ill when they are driving in Germany. Any other 
worker would have the opportunity to visit a doctor if he or she felt 
unwell, whereas long-distance drivers found this highly complicat-
ed before 2007. Whilst driving on the motorway, they first had to 
discover where there 
was a doctor or a hos-
pital in the vicinity, 
and then they had to 
try to park a 40-tonne 
truck in front of the 
medical practice at the 
same time as keeping 
their fingers crossed 
that they would be able 
to get an appointment 
without having to wait 
for hours.  

DocStop hotline  
01805 112 024    Doc-
Stop represents an el-
egant and straightfor-
ward solution to all 
these problems. Any-
one who feels unwell 
whilst on the road, whether it be headache, back pain or toothache, 
simply has to dial the DocStop hotline. The call will be answered 
by an employee of ADAC-TruckService, the company that staffs the 
hotline, who will ask what the driver’s current location is. Then, the 
best point of contact will be selected from a network currently com-
prising about 700 doctors and hospitals. The driver will be given the 
phone number and information about which is the nearest DocStop 
base – for example at a truck stop, a motorway service station or a 
haulage company. There, the driver can park his or her truck and will 
generally be transported for an outpatient consultation by a shuttle 
service. All the doctors who work with DocStop have committed to 
provide treatment at short notice, the costs of which will be borne 
by the health insurance company. At present, about 400 drivers use 
this service every month. All they have to do to qualify is to put a 

sticker on their dashboard which displays the phone number to ring 
when they need it. The only costs incurred are for the phone calls.

It started with a meeting in the café    The inventor and honor-
ary “locomotive” of DocStop is Rainer Bernickel who worked for the 
motorway police department in Münster as a Chief Inspector until 

2007, and was involved 
as a road safety consult-
ant. In 2000, he estab-
lished a regular meet-
ing for police officers 
and long-distance truck 
drivers during which 
they could exchange 
views about their every-
day work and listen to 
one another – the ob-
jective was cooperation 
instead of confronta-
tion. This idea which 
stated life at the motor-
way services in Münster 
has now become a ser-
vice that spans almost 
the entire country. On 
every first Wednesday 
in the month, between 

15 and 45 drivers, entrepreneurs, hauliers and police officers meet 
in 14 of Germany’s federal states to swap experience and talk about 
their everyday problems. One of the problems raised concerned the 
lack of medical care available when on the road.

Volunteer members only    The members of the association, just 
fewer than 20 in number, work as volunteers to ensure that all 
donations in kind and monetary donations exclusively benefit 
the DocStop organisation. The low number of members offers a 
significant advantage: the association can make decisions very 
quickly and put them into practise. Otherwise, Joachim Fehren-
kötter would not have been prepared to become the organisa-
tion’s chairman. As the CEO of Fehrenkötter Transport & Logis-
tik GmbH, he actually has enough on his plate but nevertheless he P
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DocStop – Working with talent and skill
The idea is so persuasive and simple that you cannot help asking why no one 
thought of DocStop before 2007.

“I work in the background to make sure that DocStop keeps running,” explains Joachim 
Fehrenkötter.
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and Rainer Bernickel are fully committed 
to the drivers – “Because this is a group of 
workers who keep our entire country go-
ing, without receiving the recognition they 
deserve.”

Lofty goals    Before the end of this year, 
the two board members intend to double 
the network of doctors and hospitals as 
well as attracting additional funding from 
the industry. They might be able to achieve 
the first goal through their cooperation 
with the National Association of Statutory 

Health Insurance Positions which is now 
getting underway and intends to include 
DocStop in their communication thereby 
raising its profile amongst the medical 
community. In order to attract more spon-
sors and funding, Bernickel and Fehren-
kötter have been using a method that has 
proved successful over the years. They call 
it “forceful begging”, with their tongue 
firmly in their cheek. We wish them every 
success.  (jws)      

For more information, refer to  
www.docstoponline.eu

Rainer Bernickel on the topic of money: “We are all volunteers; every cent goes towards 
our work.”

Daimler provided the 
Mercedes-Benz Vito free of 
charge so that DocStop can 

promote its good cause at 
trade shows and events.
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